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About Death Of A Scam Artist
In Death of a Scam Artist, a financial hatchet man who dislikes old people, 
accepts the job of turning around a failing retirement home and undergoes a life-
transforming experience in the world of geezers and geezerettes. He must deal 
with a suspicious death, a scam, a hit man, an unexpected romance and retired 
magician Jerry Rhine and his five whacky sidekicks known as the Jerry-atrics. He 
faces the most important decision of his life when he uncovers the secret behind 
an unusual murder.

“Befeler introduces an appealing new hero while maintaining his quirky sense of 
humor.”

—Kirkus Reviews
Paul Jacobson Geezer-lit Mystery Series

“The story’s endearing zaniness keeps boredom at bay.”  

“The mystery keeps you guessing.”  

“Humorous and heartbreaking.” 

—Publishers Weekly

—Kirkus Reviews 

—Library Journal

“Befeler’s book is a humorous example of the new sub-genre ‘geezer-lit.’ Sometimes 
sad, but mostly funny, his tale of a plucky sarcastic ‘old fart’ will win you heart.”

—Mystery Magazine
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